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1. A power plant burns 5.45 tonnes of coal per hour and discharges the 

combustion products through a stack that has an effective height of 75 m. 
The coal has a sulfur content of 4.2%, and the wind velocity at the top of 
the stack is 6.0 m/s. The atmospheric conditions are slightly unstable. 
Determine the maximum ground level concentration of S02 and the 
distance from the stack at which maximum occurs? 

[4] 
2. A large power plant has a 230 m stack with inside radius 2.5 m. The exit 

velocity of the stack gases is estimated at 10 m/s, at a temperature of 
140°C. Ambient temperature is 25°C and winds at stack height are 
estimated to be 5 m/s. Estimate the effective height of the stack if (a) the 
atmosphere is stable with temperature increasing at the rate of 3°C/km, (b) 
the atmosphere is moderately unstable, Class C. 

3. (a) For stability cla$S C, the ratio of crz/cry is essentially a constant, 
independent of distance x. Assuming that it is a constant and: 

[5] 

(i) Show that the distance downwind from a stack at which the maximum 
concentration occurs corresponds to the point where crz = H/--J2 = 0.707 H. 
(ii) Show that the maximum concentration is 

c - Q = 0.117Q 
max - Jr u e a y a z 1r u a y a z 

(iii) Show that Cmax is inversely proportional to H2. 
[3] 

(b) (i) The maximum one-hour carbon monoxide levels in Calcutta reach 
35 ppm. Calculate the equivalent concentration in terms of mass 
fraction (wp), and in milligrams per cubic meter at 25°C and 1 atm. 

(ii) The exhaust gas from a motor vehicle shows a carbon monoxide 
concentration of 2 percent by volume. What is the concentration of 
CO in mg/m3 at 0°C and 1 atm. 

(c) What is EIA? Write down the objectives of conducting EIA. What 
are the steps involved in conducting a systematic EIA study for a 
developmental project? 

[3] 

[3] 
4. (a) Consider a box model for an air shed over a city 1 X 105 on a side, 

with a mixing depth of 1200 m. Winds with no S02 blow at 4 m/s 
against one side of the box. S02 is emitted in the box at the rate of 
20 kg/s. If S02 is considered to be conservative, estimate the 
steady state concentration in the air shed. 

P.T.O. 



(b) With the same air shed and ambient conditions as given in problem 
no. 4 (a), assume that the emissions occur only on week days. If 
emissions stop at 5 PM on Friday, estimate the S02 concentration 
at midnight. If they start again on Monday at 8 AM, what would the 
concentration be by 5 PM. 

[6] 

5. A paper plant is being proposed for a location 1 km upwind from a town. It 
will emit 40 g/s of hydrogen sulphide, which has an odor threshold of 
about 0.1 mg/m3

. Winds at stack may vary from 4 to 10 m/s blowing 
toward the town. What minimum stack height should be used to assure 
concentrations are not more than 0.1 times the odor threshold at the near 
edge of town on a class B day? To be conservative, the stack will be 
designed assuming no plume rise. If the town extends beyond the 1 km 
distance, will any buildings experience higher concentrations than a 
residence at the boundary under these conditions? 

[6] 
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